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Abstract
This paper presents a design capture system in which schematics are translated
into a procedural netlist specification language. The circuit designer draws
schematics with a standard structured graphics editor that knows nothing about
netlists or schematics. The translator program analyzes the structured graphics
output file and translates it into a procedural netlist specification.
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1. Introduction
In the history of design capture systems [5], many of them are limited to being either entirely
text-based or entirely schematic-based. This is very limiting in that there is no single best choice
between these two methods. Typically, some portions of a design are best represented as text
and others are best represented as schematics. For example, the low-level unique cells of a
design crafted by circuit designers are usually best represented as a schematic. A quick test of
this is to show a circuit designer the text-based equivalent design of such a cell and ask what it
does. Her first step will be to translate the design into a schematic - only then can she can easily
determine the function. This suggests that the schematic was the correct representation in the
first place. On the other hand, cells such as control equations are more concise and easily
modifiable in a textual representation. A good system must allow the designer to mix between
text-based and schematic-based representations on a cell by cell basis.
Another important aspect of many designs is the frequent need to reuse an already existing
cell, but with a few small changes. A poor CAD system would require the designer to copy an
existing cell, rename it and modify it for the new use. When this happens often enough, the
process becomes tedious and updating modifications becomes very difficult. Thus, a good system must allow the designer to specify cells in a parameterized manner [7], so that the CAD
system can generate many variations from one basic design.
Once the parameterization of cells is allowed, the question arises as to how powerful a
description language should be allowed to describe the parameterization. Anything short of a
full programming language is awkwardly restrictive. Once the parameterization has the power
of a full programming language, the designer is not only designing a circuit, but is also writing a
computer program.
Combining all these ideas results in a system similar to one developed at Xerox PARC [1, 2].
With their schematic editor, parameterized cells are designed using the full power of a programming language. One drawback of such a system, however, is that it involved a fairly tight coupling of the graphics editor to the design capture system and used a large number of explicit but
non-visible bindings between text and objects that could lead to frequently misleading
schematics.
In the layout generation system [8] developed for our microprocessor design projects [4], we
modify this approach. A design is represented by a set of procedures. When compiled and
executed, they build an annotated hierarchical netlist as internal data structures. To augment this
text-based approach, designers can use schematics as a graphical procedure language. The
designer creates these schematics with a standard structured graphics editor. The drawing translator drip analyzes the schematics created with the graphics editor to generate the equivalent
textual description. This approach is similar to that taken by WireC [6] and its predecessor,
WireLisp [3, 10]. Drip has a more general evaluation mechanism than WireC, and uses a very
different understanding of order of evaluation for objects, including an intuitive 2D ordering.
This enables us to, for example, allow multiple procedure definitions in one schematic file and to
separate the locations of the declaration of an icon and the definition of the procedure corresponding to that icon.
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The mechanics and design issues surrounding the drawing translator are the focus of this
paper. We will mention aspects of the overall layout generation system that drip is a part of only
as necessary; another paper [8] describes this overall system more completely.

2. Basics
2.1. Simple Example
1 Cell* orN (int n, Power *p) {
2
char key[500]; // the cell cache key
3
sprintf(key,"orN_%s_%s",ToString(n),ToString(p));
4
CACHECELL;
5
LOCAL(GenW0, bit());
6
INPUT(i, L1(n));
7
INPUT(Gnd, signal);
8
INPUT(Vee1, signal);
9
INPUT(Vcs, signal);
10
INPUT(Vr1, signal);
11
OUTPUT(o, L1());
12
LOCAL(c, L2());
13 {
14 for (int k=0; k<n; k++)
15
{instance = cell->AddInstance(Npn(p));
16
instance->SetBinding("b",i(k),"c",Gnd,"e",c);}
17 }
18
{instance = cell->AddInstance(Res(p));
19
instance->SetBinding("r0",Gnd,"r1",GenW0);}
20
{instance = cell->AddInstance(LS(p));
21
instance->SetBinding("a",GenW0,"b",o);}
22
{instance = cell->AddInstance(ISrc(p));
23
instance->SetBinding("in",c);}
24
{instance = cell->AddInstance(Npn(p));
25
instance->SetBinding("b",Vr1,"c",GenW0,"e",c);}
26
SetLayoutKey(cell,"Leaf");
27 ENDCELL

Publics:
signal Gnd,Vee1,Vcs,Vr1;

Inputs:
L1(n) i;
Internals:
L2() c;

Outputs:
L1() o;
Gnd
r0
(p)Res
r1
(p)
a
LS

:for (int k=0; k<n; k++)
Gnd
c
b
Npn
i[k]
(p)
e
c

c

b o

c
Vr1
Npnb
(p)
e

in
ISrc(p)

Layout:"Leaf"

CELL: orN(int n, Power *p)

Figure 1: Code Generated for "CELL: orN"
Figure 1 shows a sample schematic and the code generated when drip analyzes it. The resulting procedure orN generates and returns the netlist for an n-way OR gate.
Most of the wires are declared in the schematic and hence also in the generated C++ procedure. The code that is generated from the declarations of "Inputs" (line 6), "Publics" (lines 7-10),
"Outputs" (line 11), and "Internals" (line 12) is easily identifiable. One wire, connecting the
bottom of the resistor to the npn transistor, is drawn but not declared in the schematic. Hence,
drip assigns it a generated name and declares the wire (line 5).
For each of the 5 icons in the schematic drip generates a call to the appropriate netlist generation procedure for that subcell (lines 15, 18, 20, 22 and 24). It passes the parameter "p" to these
subcell generators. drip generates code to bind the external wires of the sub-cells to the appropriate wires in the current cell (lines 16, 19, 21, 23 and 25).
But a number of issues raised in this simple example are not so clear: How does drip decide in
what order to generate the different pieces of code? How does drip know what procedures to
call to generate sub-cells? How does drip know which wires to bind to which terminals? What
tradeoffs are made in answering these questions?
There are a number of philosophies that guided the design of the drawing interpreter.
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• The graphic editors should not have to know any of the semantics of the drawing
translator or the underlying language.
• The drawings should have no "hidden information": a human should be able to understand the drawing completely by looking at a paper copy.
• The drawing translator should be robust. That is, it should be fairly insensitive to
minor changes to the drawing; two drawings that look the same to the naked eye
should not have different interpretations.
• The drawing translator should be able to translate drawings from a number of
graphics editors.
• The drawing translator should be strict: if some graphical situation is ambiguous,
forbid it. This helps ensure the readability of the final graphic language.
• The drawing translator should behave in accord with people’s intuition and expectations.
We only break these guidelines when useability or strong traditions demand.

2.2. Structured Graphics
One goal is for the schematic translator drip to be as independent of the drawing program as
possible. As a first step, drip is an entirely separate program from our drawing program -- the
generic idraw variant of Unidraw [9]. The only way that the two programs can communicate is
through files. The schematic translator reads the output files of the drawing program, much as a
compiler reads files written by a text editor.
To force independence, another goal is that the schematic translator be easily retargetable to
other drawing programs. Drip ensures this by parsing all input files into an intermediate
representation and performing all other operations on this intermediate representation. This
representation is a structured graphics world with a very small set of primitive objects (lines,
circles, rectangles, and text) and the ability to group primitives together into a single object. All
other graphic primitives that may be present in the input file are regarded as ornamental and are
filtered out in the process of translating into the intermediate representation. Any graphics editor
whose output can be easily parsed into this representation can be used for schematic generation.
This simple structured graphics world prevents any strong coupling between the editor and the
translator. It also removes a lot of hidden hints that a translator might otherwise be able to
utilize. The only hidden hint is the grouping of objects. Hence, grouping is limited to a very
narrow function, delimiting icons, which is discussed in Section 4.1. That the translator has to
start with so little information helps to ensure that the resulting graphical language is visually
intuitive.
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3. Generating Procedures
From the outset, we must accept that the goal is to generate computer procedures. It is not the
purpose of the schematic system to fool the designer into thinking that she is not really writing a
C++ procedure. Rather, the visual layout assists the designer in efficiently specifying the procedure correctly. Also, the schematic provides a single representation of the design, so that all later
modifications only need to be made in one place. But, ultimately, what is specified must be a
complete and correct procedure. The role of the drawing translator is to provide a schematic
world that allows the designer to be concise and yet precise, and to allow easily understood
graphical drawings that can be fairly dense. These goals drive the overall architecture of the
translation process.

3.1. Frames and Evaluation
The first concept that must be understood is that of a frame. Every rectangle that is not
grouped within an icon is called a frame. Frames partition the page into different regions. Each
region is allowed to have its own region interpretation procedure. One reason for creating different regions with frames is precisely that the designer wants different regions to have different
interpretation procedures. A second use of frames is to group the objects of a region together
into a single programming language "statement". A third use of frames is to control the order of
interpretation of objects.
Frames partition the page into a hierarchical tree based on inclusion. To ensure this, there is a
simple rule: given a frame and any other object, the sides of the frame may not intersect the sides
of the bounding box of the object. With this rule, the answer as to whether or not an object is
inside a given frame is always well-defined. For each object, drip can easily determine the minimal frame in which it lies, and build a tree of objects with that frame as its parent. At the
topmost level of the tree, is a root frame which encloses the entire page.
Some objects in a frame are text strings of the form "keyword: contents". These text strings
perform two different roles depending on the keyword. If the keyword is the name of a region
interpretation procedure (e.g. "cell"), then the text string is simultaneously declaring the region
procedure to be used for evaluating the contents of its minimally enclosing frame, and the text
string is passing arguments to that region procedure. There are two domain-independent region
procedures:
• The "comment" procedure is the simplest. Everything inside the frame is treated as
a comment; there is no C++ output generated. Its contents are not evaluated.
• The "sub" procedure is the default for the root frame. Its purpose is to ensure that
we properly iterate through and evaluate all its children, which may only be text
procedures and sub-frames. They are evaluated in the 2D order described in Section
3.2.
If, on the other hand, the keyword is the name of a text interpretation procedure (e.g. "Inputs",
"Layout"), then the "contents" are being passed to the specified text procedure for translation into
generated code. There are three domain independent text procedures.
• The text procedure "code" passes its "contents" straight through to the final C++
program. As a short-cut, text beginning with a colon is equivalent to text beginning
with a "code" keyword.
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• The text procedure "include" takes a comma separated list of file names. These
schematic files are read and translated into C++ code in order by drip. For 2D ordering purposes (see Section 3.2), the code is generated as if the schematic files fit
in a frame at the same position and size as the text string that contains the "include"
keyword.
• The text procedure "comm" generates C++ comments that contain its text arguments.
Text procedures, icons, and sub-frames are directly evaluated and generate code. These are
called evaluation objects. All other objects in a frame are analyzed only in order to attach
parameters and properties on the evaluation objects before their evaluation.

3.2. 2D Ordering
Since our graphical representation is really a poorly disguised C++ program, the order in
which we generate lines of the program is very important. This section how we order all the
objects within a frame for evaluation.
In standard programming languages, the program itself is usually specified as ASCII text.
Since these text files are one-dimensional, the order of evaluation is easy: from the beginning to
the end of the file. In a graphical language, the user has more degrees of freedom in placing the
language constructs. Thus it is less obvious in what order to evaluate the constructs. The first
temptation is to sort by the upper-left corners of the bounding boxes of the objects, using the
Y-coordinate as the most significant key and the X-coordinate as the least significant key. This is
not entirely satisfactory. It is not as robust as we would like. Nor does it always order objects in
the order we’d like.

R1

R2

R6
R5

R3

R4

R7

R8

R11

R12

R9

R10

R13

R14

Figure 2: 2D ordering of objects
We needed to come up with a better 2D ordering. Our resulting ordering system is easy to
explain, robust and closely follows our intuitive reading order. This ordering works very well
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for non-overlapping rectangles. When sorting evaluation objects, we use the bounding boxes of
the graphical element. An example showing the ordering we use is shown in Figure 2.
At the core of this ordering are these three rules:
Case 1
When two rectangles can be be separated by a vertical line and their projections onto that
line intersect, we order them left to right. Example: in Figure 2, R1 precedes R5.
Case 2
When two rectangles can be be separated by a horizontal line and their projections onto
that line intersect, we order them top to bottom. Example: in Figure 2, R8 precedes R12.
Case 3
When one rectangle is completely above and to the left of the other rectangle, we order
them left to right (or top to bottom, since that is equivalent). Example: in Figure 2, R4
precedes R13.
But, what about R2 vs R3? These are considered incomparable and so we leave them unordered for now.
The final ordering is found by the following procedure:
repeat until done:
if only one rectangle has no rectangles that precede it then
schedule that rectangle
else
of all the rectangles that have no rectangles that precede them,
schedule the one that has the highest upper-left corner

Figure 3: Incomparable Rectangles
If we are in the else clause, then the rectangles that have no rectangles that precede them must
be stretched out diagonally as shown in Figure 3. In this case, the algorithm picks the uppermost
one - which is the same as the rightmost one.
We can see why we didn’t add a fourth ordering rule to decide on the incomparable rectangles
by looking carefully at Figure 2. Assume that we had said
Case 4
When one rectangle is completely above and to the right of the other rectangle, we order
them from top to bottom. Example: in Figure 2, R2 precedes R3.
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Looking at Figure 2, the rules would now say that rectangle R6 before rectangle R4 - yielding
a circular order given the previous rules.
Or, similarly, assume we had instead chosen the rule
Case 4
When one rectangle is completely above and to the right of the other rectangle, we order
them from left to right. Example: in Figure 2, R3 precedes R6.
Looking at Figure 2, the rules would now say that rectangle R11 before rectangle R4 - yielding a circular order given the previous rules.
So we cannot add a fourth rule to give us a total ordering without leading to a circular ordering.

4. Drawing Interpretation
There is nothing in this evaluation procedure that is specific to the application of schematic
capture. It can be used as the basis for graphical programming environments in a number of
areas. It is the details of the region and text procedures that define the domain. With a different
set of region and text procedures, this graphical programming environment could be retargeted
for other uses. Since this paper is mainly concerned with the domain of schematic capture, we
now examine some of our domain-specific interpretation procedures.
Some interpretation procedures work on a string of text of the form "key: text", as mnetions
previously. Here, the key defines how the text is to interpreted for code generation. The domainspecific text procedures "inputs", "outputs", "publics", "internals" are all used to declare the
wires of a cell. The procedures "layout" and "model" generate code to annotate the netlist for
later CAD system functions; "layout" specifies what method should be used to generate layout of
a cell, and "model" specifies how a cell should be modeled by the simulator. These functions
were used frequently enough to warrant a text procedure, rather than forcing the designer to
write out the C++ equivalents.
The more interesting interpretation procedures work on the contents of regions. We settled on
a simple collection of region procedures: "basic", "block", "cell", "plain", and "icon". We have
mentioned that region procedures can be explicitly declared. When there is no label with a
specific declaration, a frame’s region procedure is inherited from that of its parent frame.
• The "basic" procedure does our basic schematic evaluation with no extras. It first
analyzes all non-evaluation objects in the region: wires, connectors, wire labels, icon
parameters. It binds wire names to wires and procedure arguments to icons. It
propagates wire names along complex wires and attaches them to icon connectors.
Any unlabeled children frames inherit a "block" label. Finally, all children that are
evaluation objects are evaluated in the 2D order described in Section 3.2.
• The "block" procedure is just like the "basic" procedure, except that the code it
generates is turned into a single C++ "statement" by enclosing it all with {}.
• The "cell" procedure is used at the top level of a netlist generation procedure definition. It first causes the generation of a C++ procedure preamble, then it behaves like
the "basic" procedure, and finally it generates a procedure postamble.
7
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• The "plain" procedure is just like the "cell" procedure, except that it causes a less
specialized procedure preamble and postamble to be generated.
• The "icon" procedures generates a C++ forward declaration for a the netlist generation procedure which is produced by a "cell" procedure.

4.1. Icons
An icon is a grouping of objects which defines the interface to a cell in the netlist. Icons are
used in two circumstances. In "cell" regions, an icon represents an instance of a subcell, bound to
wires in the current cell at its connectors. In "icon" regions, the identical graphical object
generates a declaration for the netlist procedure defined by a "cell". Following the program analogy, "icon" regions are often collected in a drawing which is the graphical equivalent of a C++
".h" file, defining the procedural interfaces to a collection of cell generators.
A well-formed icon should consist of n circles, n+1 pieces of text, and any number of other
non-circle, non-text objects. The circles are icons connectors, to which wires can be attached.
Each connector must be labeled by the name of an external wire of the cell represented by the
icon. The text binding procedure described in Section 5.1 will be used to bind n of the text
objects to the n circles. The remaining unbound text is taken to be the name of the icon. Some
conforming icons are shown in Figure 4.

i

o
o_

ICON:sSlave()

i so

o

si

d12L3

sSlave

ICON:Reg(int size=1,char* ctl="yd")

ICON:d12L3()

Reg

s

d

Figure 4: "conforming" icons
Unaltered, this scheme imposes some limitations on icons that many users find unacceptable.
There are some tricks to get around them that don’t conform to our guiding philosophies:
• Some common icons are well known, as are the meaning of their connectors, e.g. the
npn transistors in Figure 5. Requiring a name would cause clutter that is annoying
to many designers. The solution in this case is to set the color of the text to "white",
thus making it invisible. Unless the icon is very standard, this practice is strongly
discouraged.
• Sometimes we need circles that are not connectors in our icon, e.g. the ISrc in
Figure 5. These circles must not be bound to text. In this case, the extra circles
should be hidden within a sub-group of the icon’s group. The icon interpreter and
text binder do not search within subgroups of the icon.
• Sometimes we need text that is not a connector or icon label in our icon, e.g. the "+"
and "-" in the VSrc in Figure 5. Just as with circles, these are hidden from the
interpreter in sub-groups of the icon’s group.
By the time that the "basic" region procedure attempts to evaluate an icon, drip will already
have bound wirenames to the wires in the region and propagated them all the way to the icon
connectors, as described in Section 5. So for each icon connector, we know the name in the
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c
b Npn
e

c
Npnb

ISrc

e

ICON: Npn

vp
+
VSrc
vm

in

ICON: ISrc

ICON: VSrc

Figure 5: Sample "non-conforming" icons
current cell of the wire that is attached to it. From the text binding of the icon contents, we know
the name of the wire that the connector represents in the cell generated by the procedure that the
icon invokes. Finally, since we bind these two wires by name, we can generate the code shown
in Figure 1, lines 16, 19, 21, 23 and 25. Note that the code generated by a single icon is always
enclosed with {} and is thus a single C++ statement.
1
2
3

Cell* sSlave ();
Cell* Reg (int size=1,char* ctl="yd");
Cell* d12L3 ();

Figure 6: Code Generated by "Icon" Region Procedure for Figure 4
In Figures 4 and 5 we see the use of the "icon" region procedure. This region procedure has
two tasks. First, it generates a forward reference to the corresponding netlist generation procedure. The code emitted is a declaration of the procedure with its arguments, including any
default arguments. This code will typically appear in a ".h" file. The code generated by this
region procedure for Figure 4 is shown in Figure 6. Second, The "icon" frame procedure
analyzes any icons contained in it to make sure that they are well-formed and that the name of
the icon is the same as the netlist procedure that is named in the "Icon:" declaration. If the
designer wants to copy and paste an icon for use in the current design, an "icon" frame procedure
that has already successfully passed through drip is a very safe place from which to copy the
icon.

5. Analysis of Non-Evaluation Objects
During the execution of the "basic" region procedure, the first task is to analyze the nonevaluation objects. These are: lines, which represent wires; circles, which represent wire connectors; and text which is not of the "keyword: contents" form. The role of a particular text
object is easily determined from its syntax. Text enclosed in parenthesis represents an argument
to be passed to an icon. Text beginning with a "." or a "[" is used for wire subscripting, which
will be discussed in Section 5.3. Text that is a normal identifier, or a normal identifier with
subscripting, is a wire name.

5.1. Binding Text to Objects
The main work in analyzing non-evaluation objects is determining to what objects the nonevaluation text should be attached. Binding text to objects is necessary for several different
tasks. For the analysis phase of "basic" we need to be able to bind labels to wires and bind
arguments to icons. For icon analysis we need to bind labels to icon connectors. Given three
different uses, we choose to use the same algorithm for all three. This makes it easier for the
designer to understand the translator behavior.
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We do not allow the drawings to have hidden information, so drip must base its binding decisions only on the positions of the text in relation to the other objects. The algorithm is
straightforward. The binding subroutine will be given a collection of text and a collection of
relevant objects to bind the text to. For each piece of text it finds the closest relevant object. If
no other text has the same closest object, then the object and the text are bound. When multiple
pieces of text have the same closest object, this is usually reported as an error. (We allow one
exception: in the case of a wire that has the identical label repeated multiple times, we don’t flag
an error.) The distance from text to an object is computed as follows: replace the text with the
line that results from underlining the text and replace the object with a rectangular bounding box,
then find the manhattan distance from the line to the box.
One drawback of such a simple method is that it doesn’t bind text to second closest objects in
cases that are intuitive to humans. More complicated algorithms were experimented with. They
led to sufficient unpredictability at the user level, that they caused more harm than good. The
great advantage of our method is that a user looking at the printed copy can easily understand
exactly what text is bound to what object.

e

c
l[1] b Npn

c
Vr2 b Npn

e

e

e
in

Layout: "Leaf"

Connectors can also be used outside
of icons. Wires that have + junctions
are not considered connected. With
a connector at the + junction, the
wires are considered connected.

cell: sMux2()

wclk

rrs

rrsI

ISrc

comment: connectors

weI

e

c
l[0] b Npn

weI

c
Vr1
Npnb

so so

Bypass

c
db Npn

e

amL
memK
raL
aluK
irL
rdK

b o

rrtI

e

c
Vr1
Npnb

e

EF

rrwI

e

c
bb Npn

a

DelayMem

c
Vr1
Npnb

r0
Res
r1

si
mwL
wbK
amL
memK
raL
aluK
irL
rdK

rrtI
rrwI

Gnd

Gnd

c
ab Npn

o
si si so

rrt
rrw
raSrcSelW
raTarSelW
we

comment: T and L junctions
Wires that meet at T and L junctions
are connected together.

rrs

cell: fragment()

rrt
rrw
bypS
bypT
we
wclk

Outputs:
L1() o;

rrsI

Publics:
signal Gnd,Vee1,Vcs,Vr1,Vr2;

irPipe
rdKill
raPipe
aluKill
amMwPipe
memWbKill

Inputs:
L2(2) l;
L1() a,b,d;

dcAccess

5.2. Wires

Figure 7: Junctions and Connectors
When binding labels to wires, the binding algorithm attaches each label to a single line or
circle. However, the translator needs to understand that the label applies to the entire conduction
path. A conduction path consist of many lines and circles that are connected together. The rules
we use for connectivity analysis are straightforward (see Figure 7).
1. Two wires that meet at a T-junction or an L-junction are connected at that junction.
2. Two wires that meet at a "+"-junction are not-connected.
3. If a wire intersects a circular connector, they are connected.
4. Transitivity: if A is connected to B and B is connected to C, A is connected to C.
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5.3. Wire Subscripting
comment: subwires
This cell shows how wires can be broken down into subwires.
zz[a,b] means the b bits of the wire zz that start with bit a.

Inputs:
bits(5) s;
signal inv;

Outputs:
bits(32) sa;

Internals:
bits(4) xx, yy;
bits(2) zz;
bits(5) out, out_;

Publics:
signal Gnd,Vee1,Vcs,Vr1,Vr2;
[0,2]
[0,2]
s
inv

sa

deccomp

out

out_

inv

s_ dl24
s
d

xx

bshls

out

d0
yy

out_
[2,2]
[2,2]

[4]
Model: "bshdec"

s

d1
zz

sel

sa

d2

d

a a
FuseFuse
b b

[4]

s_ dl24

[0]
[1]

cell: bshdec

Figure 8: Wire Subscripting
In our CAD system, a wire may be an array or complicated structure of sub-wires. In a
schematic we may want to tear a wire into sub-wires. An example is shown in Figure 8. Now
we will have a set of connected lines, some of which represent a collection of nets, some of
which represent a subset of them. Which line represents what nets? For a connected set of
conductors that use subscripting, some basic rules must hold:
• The conductors must form a tree.
• There may be exactly one non-subscript label on any of the conductors.
• Each conductor is allowed at most one label, whether it is a subscript label or a
non-subscript label.
Given these rules, we can choose the non-subscript labeled conductor as the root of the tree.
The label on any conductor is the concatenation of all the labels along the path from the root of
the tree to the conductor, inclusive.
This algorithm is intuitive, robust and works for multiple levels of subscripting.

6. Error Reporting
The main objection that designers have after the above system is explained to them, is that the
decoupling of editor and interpreter makes it harder to deal with schematic errors found by the
interpreter.
Since our decoupling is in part modeled on the separation of text editor and compiler that
programmers are very used to, we similarly mimic the error reporting mechanisms of emacs.
When programming with emacs, the compiler reports errors in such a format that the programmer can use emacs to single-step through the lines in the code that have errors.
Similarly, whenever drip encounters an error, it writes an entry into an error file. This entry
contains an error message, a source schematic file name, and descriptions of polygons with
which to highlight the error region of the schematic.
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Since out editor did not have the ability to handle error files, we had to customize it. We
added commands to load an error file, and single step through the errors. The editor pulls up the
schematic with the error, overlays the highlighting polygons, and pops up a window with the
error message. The designer can fix the error and then step to the next one.

7. Experiences
This system was successfully used at our laboratory for a period of four years, encompassing
two microprocessor projects, BIPS0 [4] and BIPS1. Each design used over one hundred
schematically specified netlist generation procedures.
Another bonus effect of the separation between the schematics and the generated C++ code
that is provided by the interpreter was that the frequent changes to the CAD system libraries and
their interfaces usually only required modifications to drip’s interpretation procedures, rather
than to every schematic.
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